QCD sum rules are used to study the mass spectrum of bottom-charm hybridbGc systems. The correlation functions and the spectral densities are calculated up to dimension six condensates at leading order of αs for several J P quantum numbers. After performing the QCD sum rule analysis, we predict the masses of the J P = 0 − , 0 + , 1 − , 1 + , 2 − , 2 + bottom-charm hybrids. These mass predictions show a similar supermultiplet structure as the bottomonium and charmonium hybrids. Using the QCD sum-rule mass predictions we analyze the possible hadronic decay patterns of thecGc,bGc andbGb hybrids including the open-flavour and hidden-flavour mechanisms.
I. INTRODUCTION
The existence of hybrid mesons was suggested by Jaffe and Johnson in 1976 [1] . Composed of a quark-antiquark pair and an excited gluonic field, hybrid mesons can carry exotic quantum numbers J P C = 0 −− , 0 +− , 1 −+ , 2 +− etc. These exotic quantum numbers are not accessible for a quark-antiquark state, although hybrids can also have nonexotic quantum numbers and could in principle mix with quark-antiquark states. The observation of hybrids is one of the most important topics in hadronic physics, as evidenced by many experimental facilities such as PEPII, KEKB, BESIII, PANDA and LHCb that will search for hybrid mesons.
The spectrum of the light hybrid mesons was studied in several different approaches, such as the Bag model [2, 3] , the flux tube model [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , lattice QCD [9] [10] [11] [12] and QCD sum rules [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . These approaches make very different mass predictions for the hybrids. To date, there has been some evidence of the exotic light hybrid with J P C = 1 −+ [21] [22] [23] [24] (see Refs. [25, 26] for recent reviews). Some studies exist for heavy quarkonium hybrids in the constituent gluon model [27] , the flux tube model [6] , QCD sum rules [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] , nonrelativistic QCD [35] and lattice QCD [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . However, to our knowledge the bottom-charm hybrids have not been studied in any of these methods.
In a recent paper [42] , we have studied the charmonium and bottomonium hybridscGc andbGb using the QCD sum rule method. We consider the following operators which couple to the hybrid states with definite J P (C) quantum numbers
in which Q 1 and Q 2 are the heavy quark fields with masses m 1 and m 2 , g s is the strong coupling constant, λ a are the Gell-Mann SU(3) matrices and G a µν is the gluon field strength. It should be pointed out, however, the operators in Eq. (1) with Q 1 = Q 2 carry no definite C-parities. The signs in the parentheses are the corresponding C-parities for the hidden flavour (equal mass) systems with Q 1 = Q 2 . By replacing G a µν withG a µν = 1 2 ǫ µναβ G αβ,a , we can also obtain the corresponding operatorsJ (1) µ ,J
µ ,J
µν with opposite parities. These hybrid interpolating currents were originally studied to calculate the masses of the hidden flavourcGc andbGb hybrids for Q 1 = Q 2 in Refs. [28, 30] and the open flavour heavy-lightQGq hybrids for Q 1 = Q 2 in Ref. [29] . However, only the perturbative and dimension four gluon condensate contributions were calculated for the correlation functions in these papers, which resulted in unstable hybrid sum rules and hence unreliable mass predictions for some channels. Recently, dimension-six condensates have been shown to stabilize the sum-rule mass predictions of the J P C = 1 −− [32] , 1 ++ [33] and 0 −+ [34] channels. The dimension six contributions are thus very important because they stabilize the hybrid sum rules.
In Ref. [42] , we re-analyzed all the channels with
++ by including the tri-gluon condensate contributions and updated the mass spectrum ofcGc andbGb hybrids, confirming the supermultiplet structures of the heavy quarkonium hybrid spectrum found in lattice QCD [41] and the P-wave quasigluon approach [43] .
In this paper, we extend our investigation tobGc (cGb) systems using the interpolating currents in Eq. (1) with Q 1 = Q 2 . In this situation, thebGc type of currents in Eq. (1) couple to the charged hybrid states with no definite C-parities. This is very similar to the heavy-light hybrids studied in QCD sum rules [29] and lattice QCD [54] . With their special hadronic configuration, the mass prediction of the bottom-charmbGc hybrids can provide important information for future experimental searches.
For thebGc currents in Eq. (1), J
µ andJ (2) µ both couple to the J P = 1 − , 0 + states while J
µ andJ (1) µ both couple to the J P = 1 + , 0 − states. Although multiple operators exist for a given quantum number, they may have different couplings to the ground and excited states, so one should not necessarily expect the same mass predictions. Generally, the operator leading to the smallest mass prediction would provide the best determination of the ground state. For the spin-2 states, the tensor currents J (3) µν andJ (3) µν couple to J P = 2 − and J P = 2 + channels respectively. We will calculate the correlation functions up to dimension six tri-gluon condensate contributions to perform the QCD sum rule analysis.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we calculate thebGc correlation functions and spectral densities using the hybrid interpolating currents with various quantum numbers in Eq. (1). In Sec. III, we perform the numerical analysis and extract masses of thebGc hybrid states. We study the possible decay patterns of thecGc,bGc andbGb hybrids in Sec. IV. The last section is a brief summary.
II. QCD SUM RULE AND SPECTRAL DENSITIES
In the past few decades, QCD sum rules have been widely used to study hadronic structures [44] [45] [46] . We consider the two-point correlation function:
where J µ is the hybrid interpolating current in Eq. (1). Since these currents are not conserved, the two-point correlation functions have the following structures:
where η µν = q µ q ν /q 2 − g µν . The imaginary parts of the invariant functions Π V (q 2 ), Π S (q 2 ) and Π T (q 2 ) refer to pure spin-1, spin-0 and spin-2 intermediate states, respectively. In Eq. (4), the invariant structures for spin-0 and spin-1 are not written out explicitly because we will not consider contributions arising from these terms in this paper.
The correlation function can be described at both the hadron level and the quark-gluon level. To determine the correlation function at the hadron level, we use the dispersion relation
where
in which we use a narrow resonance approximation and write the spectral function ρ(s) (the imaginary part of Π(s)) as a sum over a series of zero-width δ functions. Finally, the pole plus continuum approximation is adopted to pick out the lowest lying resonance. The unknown subtraction constants b n in the right hand side of Eq. (5) can be removed by taking the Borel transform of Π(q 2 ). The intermediate states |n must have the same quantum numbers as the interpolating currents J µ . In Eq. (6), m X denotes the mass of the lowest lying resonance, and the dimensionless quantity f X is the coupling of the resonance to the current
in which ǫ µ and ǫ µν are the (spin-1) polarization vector and (spin-2) polarization tensor.
To evaluate the correlation function Π(q 2 ) at the quark-gluon level, we first need to determine the full quark propagator. ForbGc hybrid systems, the quark condensates and quark-gluon mixed condensates are expressed in terms of the gluon condensate and tri-gluon condensate via the heavy quark mass expansion and hence give no contributions to the correlation function. Taking into account only the gluon condensate and tri-gluon condensate contributions, we use the full quark propagator in momentum space [45] 
, and a , b are color indices. To calculate the Wilson coefficients at leading order in α s , the perturbative, gluon condensate α s GG and tri-gluon condensate g 3 s f GGG contributions are represented in Fig. 1 , Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , respectively. In Fig. 3a , the condensate DDG can be expressed in terms of g s jj is proportional to the square of g 2 sand thus will be neglected in this work since it is a small numerical effect compared to the gluonic condensates [42] . Appendix A presents the results for the correlation functions and the spectral densities up to dimension six condensate contributions. From these expressions, we find that the perturbative contributions are invariant and the gluon condensate and tri-gluon condensate contributions change sign under the replacement G a µν →G a µν of the interpolating currents. For the same spin channels (spin-0 or spin-1), the specral densities from J (1) µ are identical to those from J (2) µ except for the additional minus signs for the odd power of the m 1 m 2 proportional terms. For these formulae, it is straightforward to check that in the equal mass limit one recovers known results in Ref. [42] . Note the presence of δ(s −m 2 ) and its derivatives in the tri-gluon condensate contributions (A4) to compensate for the singular behavior of the spectral densities at threshold s = (m 1 + m 2 )
2 . We can establish a sum rule for the hybrid mass by comparing the correlation function calculated at the quarkgluon level with those from the dispersion relation at the hadron level. The Borel transform is applied at both the quark-gluon and hadron levels to pick out the lowest lying resonance, eliminate the unknown subtraction constants in Eq. (5), and enhance the operator-product expansion (OPE) convergence. Using the spectral function in Eq. (6), we arrive at
where s 0 is the continuum threshold parameter and M B is the Borel mass. Then we extract the hybrid mass via
and the corresponding coupling constant via
in which m X denotes thebGc hybrid mass as defined in Eq. (11).
III. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
We perform the QCD sum rule numerical analysis using the following values of the heavy quark masses and the condensates [47] [48] [49] [50] :
in which the charm and bottom quark masses are the running masses in the MS scheme. The definition of the coupling constant g s has a minus sign difference in this work. Furthermore, we take into account the scale dependence of these MS masses in the leading order:
log(
is determined by evolution from the τ mass using Particle Data Group values [51] . In the bottom-charm hybrid systems, there is a typical scale µ = mc+m b 2 = 2.73 GeV which will be adopted in our sum rule analysis. There are two very important parameters in the sum rules Eq. (10): the continuum threshold parameter s 0 and Borel mass M B . To establish a reliable sum rule extracting the hybrid mass from Eq. (11), one should obtain suitable working regions of these two parameters. In our analysis, we choose the value of s 0 around which the variation of the hybrid mass m X with M 2 B is minimum. The Borel window is determined by the convergence of the OPE series and the pole contribution. The lower bound on M 2 B is determined by imposing that the gluon condensate contribution is less than one fourth of the perturbative contribution while the tri-gluon condensate contribution is less than one fourth of the gluon condensate contribution. Requiring the pole contribution to be larger than 50%, we obtain the upper bound on M 
µ .
The definition of the pole contribution (PC) is
.
We first study the J P = 1 −b Gc hybrid by using the interpolating currentJ (2) µ . The dominant non-perturbative contribution is the gluon condensate. After studying the OPE series, we show the OPE convergence for this channel in Fig. 4 , from which we determine the lower bound on the Borel mass as M Gc hybrid m X = 6.83 ± 0.08 ± 0.01 ± 0.07 GeV, (18) in which the errors come respectively from the continuum threshold s 0 , the heavy quark masses m c , m b and the gluon condensates α s GG , g 3 s f GGG . The error from the Borel mass M B is negligible since the mass sum rules is very stable in the Borel window (See Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 ).
We can also explore the 1 −b Gc hybrid using the interpolating current J
(1) µ in Eq. (1) . To obtain a significant Borel window for this channel, we relax the constraint by requiring the pole contribution be larger than 20%. This requirement of the pole contribution also occurs in two 0 − channels, 2 − and 2 + channels, 0 + channel for the current J (2) µ . Performing the same analysis as done above, we obtain the Borel window 9.00 GeV
µ with J P = 1 − . In contrast, we extract the hybrid mass m X = 6.95 ± 0.13 ± 0.01 ± 0.08 GeV, which is 0.12 GeV lower than the 1 − hybrid mass extracted fromJ (2) µ . The Borel curves are shown in Fig. 6 and the numerical results in Table I 
Using the spectral densities listed in Appendix A, we perform the sum rule analyses for the otherbGc hybrids with
All these channels are stable enough to choose the suitable Borel windows among which one can establish reliable sum rules to extract the hybrid masses. We collect the numerical results including the hybrid masses, the threshold values, the Borel windows and the pole contributions in Table I . In cases where there exist multiple currents for the same quantum numbers, differences in the mass predictions imply that the currents differ in their relative couplings to the ground and excited state. The lowest mass prediction should be interpreted as the best determination of the ground state. As mentioned above, the errors of mass predictions come from the uncertainties in s 0 , m c and m b , α s GG and g 3 s f GGG respectively. One notes that both the errors from s 0 and the condensates α s GG , g 3 s f GGG are important for mass predictions of two 1 − channels, lower 0 − and 0 + channels and 2 − channel. For the other channels, however, the main errors are from the uncertanties of QCD condensates. The errors from the heavy quark masses are very small for all channels. To study the sensitivity of the hybrid sum rules to the values of gluon and tri-gluon condensates, we reanalyze thẽ J channel with J P = 1 − in Fig. 7 . The hybrid mass is extracted as m X = 6.69 GeV, which is slightly lower than that obtained in Table I [52] .
In the MIT bag model [2, 3] , the hybrids with J P C = (0, 1, 2) −+ , 1 −− were predicted to form the lightest hybrid supermultiplet consisting of a S-wave quark-antiquark pair coupled to an excited gluonic field with J Pg Cg g = 1 +− . A higher hybrid supermultiplet composed of a P-wavepair and the same gluonic excitation would contain states with
++ , where the superscript denotes the number of such states [41, 53] . These hybrid supermultiplet structures were confirmed for the heavy quark sector in lattice QCD [41] , the P-wave quasigluon approach [43] and QCD sum-rules [42] with charmonium and bottomonium interpolating currents in Eq. (1). In Ref. [42] the mass of the hybrid with J P C = 0 −− is very high, which may imply a different type of gluonic excitation.
These supermultiplet structures still exist in thebGc hybrid systems. In Table I , the hybrid states with J P = (0, 1, 2) − , 1 − form the lightest supermultiplet while the states with
+ form a heavier supermultiplet. The heaviest state is a hybrid with J P = 0 − . The two 1 − hybrids lie very close since both of them belong to the lightest hybrid supermultiplet. In the heavier supermultiplet, there are two 1 + hybrids and two 0 + hybrids. The mass differences are 0.53 GeV and 1.18 GeV for 1 + and 0 + , respectively. The mass difference of about 1.58 GeV between the two J P = 0 − hybrids is very large, suggesting that the operators are separately probing a ground and excited state. Our interpretation is that these two hybrids have very different gluonic excitations. However, further investigations in other methods are needed to understand the physics ofbGc hybrids.
The bottom-charm hybrids are not eigenstates of C-parity and G-parity, so the flavourless hybrids with J P C = J ±± and J ±∓ have the same quantum numbers in the bottom-charm sector and thus can mix. For example, the interpolating currents J (1) µ andJ (2) µ for the charmoniumcGc systems can couple to 1 −+ and 1 −− channels respectively and represent totally different channels with opposite C-parity and G-parity. In the MIT bag model [2, 3] , these two states have different spin configurations of theqq basis. The 1 −− channel has a spin-singlet S = 0qq pair while 1 −+ channel contains a spin-triplet S = 1qq pair. For thebGc systems, however, they couple to the same 1 − bottom-charm channel, so it is not surprising that we obtain two 1 − states in Table I . We can also perform a similar sum rule analysis for the coupling constant f X using Eq. (12), in which the hybrid mass m X can be expressed as in Eq. (11) . In the coupling sum rules, we use the same criteria as those in the mass sum rules to obtain the working regions of s 0 and M B is only determined by the value of s 0 , the Borel window in the coupling sum rules is almost the same as that obtained in the mass sum rules. After performing the numerical analysis, we find that this situation occurs in all channels. We show the variation of f µ channel with J P = 1 − in the right portion of Fig. 8 , which demonstrates that the Borel curve is very stable in the working region of Borel mass. For convenience but no loss of generality, we can use the same working regions of s 0 and M 2 B as those utilized in the mass sum rules to predict the coupling constant f X . The coupling constants for all channels are then calculated and collected in Table I . The error sources are the same as those in the mass predictions. 
IV. DECAY PATTERNS OF THEcGc,bGc ANDbGb HYBRIDS
In this section, we study the decay patterns of the possiblebGc,bGb, andcGc hybrid states using the mass predictions obtained in Table I and Ref. [42] . We just consider the two-body hadronic decays. Both the open flavour and hidden flavour deacy modes are taken into account.
According to some model-dependent analyses in Refs. [4, 8, [55] [56] [57] [58] , hybrid mesons prefer to decay into S + Pwave final states. For example, the decay modes to pairs of identical S-wave mesons might be suppressed as shown in Refs. [56] [57] [58] . In the MIT bag model [2, 3] , thepairs in hybrid mesons with
++ are in a net spin singlet configuration. These hybrid mesons are forbidden to decay into final states consisting only of spin singlet mesons due to the spin selection rule [7] .
Using the masses predicted in Ref. [42] , we collect the possible S-wave and P -wave decay modes of the charmonium hybrids in Table II by taking account into the conservation of quantum numbers and the selection rules mentioned above. All the open charm decay modes should be understood as containing the charge conjugation parts. We have not listed the D ( * ) sD ( * ) s decay modes in Table II Table II , these decay modes are the P -wave coupling channels. These features are very different from the conventional cc mesons and the other exotic configurations such as the tetraquarks cqcq and molecules cqcq, for which the S-wave DD, D * D * , DD * channels are favoured. If the charmonium hybridscGc are predicted above the D ( * )D * 0 and D ( * )D 1 thresholds, the observation of the anomalous branching ratios in these different channels could be understood as a strong hybrid signature [6, 8, 58] . Replacing the D and charmonium mesons by the B and bottomonium mesons respectively, we obtain the decay patterns of the bottomonium hybrids in Table III The decay mechanism of thebGc hybrids will be different from thecGc andbGb states. The selection rule forbidding S + S-wave final states no longer works in this situation because the internal structures and sizes of the D and B mesons differ [5, 8, 59] open flavour decay modes are prefered for thebGc hybrids above these thresholds. Besides, there will be no constraints of the C-parity and G-parity as for thecGc andbGb hybrids since thebGc hybrids are not enginstates of C-parity and G-parity. We collect the possible decay patterns of thebGc hybrids in Table IV . The PDG mass of the pesudoscalar B c meson is m Bc = 6.277 ± 0.006 GeV [51] . To date, the other bottom-charm B c mesons have not been observed. To predict the hidden flavour decays of thebGc hybrids, we use the masses of the vector (B * c ), scalar (B c0 ), axialvector (B c1 ) and tensor (B c2 ) bottom-charm mesons predicted in lattice QCD [60] : m B * c = 6.321 GeV, m Bc0 = 6.727 GeV, m Bc1 = 6.743 GeV and m Bc2 = 6.783 GeV. In contrast to thecGc andbGb hybrids, more decay modes are alowed and the S + S-wave pair decays are dominant.
The possible decay modes of the bottomonium hybrids with various quantum numbers. 
V. SUMMARY
In this paper we have studied thebGc hybrid systems in QCD sum rules using the interpolating currents in Eq. (1). We have calculated the correlation functions and the spectral densities up to dimesion six at leading order in α s .
After performing the QCD sum rule analysis, we have extracted the masses of the possiblebGc hybrid states with
We have calculated the perturbative terms, gluon condensate and the dimension six tri-gluon condensate contributions. The gluon condensate is the dominant power correction to the correlation functions. However, the tri-gluon condensate is also very important since it can stablize the hybrid sum rules as found in Refs. [32] [33] [34] 42] . Since thebGc hybrids are charged states, they don't have definite C-parities. For the quantum numbers J P = 0 − , 0 + , 1 − , 1 + , there are two interpolating currents in Eq. (1) that could couple to them. One should not expect identical results from the two currents since they are simply probes of the hadronic spectrum, and may have different couplings to the ground and excited states. In Table I , we extract two different masses for each quantum numbers with J P = 0
− hybrids lie very close to each other since both of them belong to the lightest hybrid supermultiplet. Although they have the same gluonic excitations and orbital excitations betweenb and c quarks, the spin configurations of thebc pair are different [2, 3] . The 1 − hybrid extracted from J µ 1 (x) is a spin-triplet state while the other is a spintriplet state. The mass differences between two J P = 1 + hybrids and two J P = 0 + hybrids are much bigger. These four hybrids belong to the heavier supermultiplet. The biggest mass difference occurs for the two J P = 0 − states. One of them belongs to the lightest hybrid supermultiplet while another one may have a very different excitation of the gluonic field since it appears at a much higher mass scale.
We have also predicted the possible open-flavour and hidden-flavour decay patterns of thecGc,bGc andbGb hybrids. If the S + P -wave selection rule turns out to be correct, the S + P -wave final states such as D s . To our knowledge, thebGc systems have not been studied before, and thus our work provides important benchmarks for future investigations of thebGc hybrids in other phenomenological methods. Hopefully our investigation in this work will be useful to the future search of these states at the experimental facilities such as BESIII, PANDA and LHCb. 12(1 − α − β)αβ V: Polynomials f 1 (α, β), f 2 (α, β), f 3 (α, β), f 4 (α, β) for the perturbative contribution (A2), g 1 (s), g 2 (s), g 3 (s) for the gluon condensate contribution (A3) and h 1 (x), h 2 (x), h 3 (x), h 4 (x), h 5 (x) for the tri-gluon condensate contribution (A4) for J = 0, 1, 2. The signs of the polynomials f 1 (α, β), f 2 (α, β), f 3 (α, β), f 4 (α, β) for the perturbative contribution (A2), g 1 (s), g 2 (s), g 3 (s) for the gluon condensate contribution (A3) and h 1 (x), h 2 (x), h 3 (x), h 4 (x), h 5 (x) for the tri-gluon condensate contribution (A4) for various J P quantum numbers.
